We consider the Dirichlet problem for the Stokes equations in a domain with a shrinking hole in R
This study is mainly motivated by the study of homogenization problems in the framework of fluid mechanics where the main goal is to describe the asymptotic behavior of fluid flows in domains perforated with a large number of tiny holes. As observed by Allaire [2, 3] , it is crucial to consider the Stokes equations near each single hole, where there arise problems of type (1.1).
In (1.1), v : Ω ε → R d is the unknown, G : Ω ε → R d×d is named source function, 0 ∈ Ω ⊂ R d and T ⊂ R d are both simply connected, bounded domains of class C 1 (Lipschitz domain can be also considered where the corresponding result is generally weaker; see Remark 1.3). Here, and throughout the paper, ε ∈ (0, 1) is a small parameter. Without loss of generality, we suppose T ⊂ B 1/2 := B(0, 1/2) ⊂ B 1 := B(0, 1) ⊂ Ω.
Some notations
We recall some notations used in this paper. For any domain Ω ⊂ R d and a vector-valued function v = (v 1 , · · · , v d ) : Ω → R d , we define its gradient ∇v to be a d × d matrix of which the (i, j) element is (∇v) i,j = ∂ x j v i .
For a matrix-valued function G = (G i,j ) 1≤i,j≤d : Ω → R d×d , we define its divergence to be a vector as
For any 1 < p < ∞, the notation p ′ denotes the Lebesgue conjugate component of p: 1/p ′ +1/p = 1. For any 1 < p < ∞ and any domain Ω ⊂ R d , we use classical notation L p (Ω) to denote the space of Lebesgue measurable functions such that
We use the classical notation W 1,p (Ω) to denote the Sobolev space with the norm
where the derivatives are defined in the sense of distribution. The notation W We use the notation L p 0 (Ω) to denote the space of L p (Ω) functions with zero mean value:
Ω f dx = 0 .
Known results for Stokes equations in a bounded domain
The well-posedness theory for the Dirichlet problems of the Stokes equations in bounded domains is well developed. We give a remark to collect some known results. We refer to Theorem IV.6.1 in [11] (for domains of class C 2 ), Theorem 5.1 in [7] (for domains of class C 1 ), Section 3 of [18] (a review of results for Lipschitz and C 1 domains) and Theorem 2.9 in [4] (for Lipschitz domains in R 3 ) for more details and the proof.
the following Dirichlet problem of the Stokes equations
(Ω) and there holds the estimate
(ii). If the bounded domain Ω is only of class Lipschitz instead of C 1 , the result in (i) holds true for p near 2:
In particular, in three dimensions, one has p 1 (3, Ω) > 3 (see Theorem 2.9 in [4] ).
Main results
Now we state our main theorem concerning the uniform W 1,p estimates:
for some constant C = C(p, d, Ω, T ) independent of ε.
We give two remarks about Theorem 1.2:
(Ω ε ; R d×d ) with 1 < p < ∞, the well-posedness of (1.1) is known, see Remark 1.1. The key point of Theorem 1.2 lies in obtaining the uniform estimates as ε → 0. When p = 2, it is direct to show that the estimate constant C (2, d ,
2) depends on the C 1 character of the domain Ω ε , which is unbounded as ε → 0.
(ii). The result in Theorem 1.2 can be generalized to domains and holes with Lipschitz boundary. In the case with Lipschitz domains and holes, the choice range of p has to be restricted to
where p 1 is introduced in Remark 1.1 (ii). This is because we only have the existence of solutions in W 1,p 0 with p ′ 1 < p < p 1 . In particular, we obtain optimal results when d = 3: Theorem 1.2 still holds true for simply connected, bounded domains Ω and holes T which are of class Lipschitz.
The following theorem indicates that the choice range of p in Theorem 1.2 is critical:
•
Then, up to a substraction of subsequence, the zero extensionsG ε of G ε in Ω admit the weak limit:
If the unique solution v Ω to the following Dirichlet problem
The result in Theorem 1.4 indicates that the uniform W 1,p estimates hold for any p > d necessarily if the solutions are zero at origin.
Motivation and background
The motivation of this paper mainly comes from the study of homogenization problems in the framework of fluid mechanics, that is the study of fluid flows in domains perforated with tiny holes. In the study of homogenization problems, the goal is to describe the asymptotic behavior of fluid flows (governed by Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations) as the number of holes goes to infinity and the size of the holes goes to zero simultaneously. The limit equations that describe the limit behavior of fluid flows are called homogenized equations which are defined in homogeneous domain without holes.
Allaire in [2] and [3] gave a systematic study for the homogenization problems of the Stokes equations and the stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Allaire showed that the homogenized equations are determined by the ratio between the size of holes and the mutual distance of holes. In particular for three-dimensional domains perforated with holes of diameter O(ε α ) with ε the size of the mutual distance of holes, if 1 ≤ α < 3 corresponding to the case of large holes, in the limit ε → 0, the fluid is governed by the Darcy's law; if α > 3 corresponding to the case of small holes, the homogenization process does not change the motion of the fluid and in the limit there arise the same Stokes equations or the same stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in homogeneous domains; if α = 3 corresponding to the case of critical size of holes, the limit equations are governed by the Brinkman's law -a combination of the Darcy's law and the original equations.
For the case α = 1 meaning that the size of the holes is comparable to their mutual distance, earlier than Allaire, Tartar [19] recovered the Darcy's law from the homogenization of the Stokes equations. Still for the case α = 1, the study is extended to more complicated equations : Mikelić [16] for the evolutionary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations; Masmoudi [14] for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations; Feireisl, Novotný and Takahashi [10] for the complete NavierStokes-Fourier euqations; the Darcy's law is recovered in all these studies.
Cases with different size of holes are also considered: Feireisl, Namlyeyeva and Nečasová in [9] studied the case α = 3 (critical size of holes) for the evolutionary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and they derived Brinkman's law in the limit; Feireisl, Diening and the author in [8, 6] considered the case α > 3 (small holes) for the stationary compressible Navier-Stokes equations and we it is shown that the homogenized equations remain the same as the original ones; in both of the studies, three-dimensional domains are considered and the results coincide with the study of Allaire for the Stokes equations.
In the study of these homogenization problems, the so-called restriction operator plays an important role. A restriction operator, roughly speaking, is a linear mapping from W [19] for the case α = 1, and by Allaire in Section 2.2 in [2] for general α ≥ 1. One key step in Allaire's construction is to study the Dirichlet problem for the Stokes equations in a neighborhood of each hole. After rescalling and changes of variables, a Dirichlet problem of type (1.1) arises and the uniform estimate of type (1.3) with p = 2 is needed. Precisely, the domain Ω ε in Allaire's case is B 1 \ ε α−1 T where ε α−1 is the ratio between the diameter of holes which is ε α and the mutual distance of holes which is ε. In the case with p = 2, the uniform estimate (1.3) is rather straightforward with estimate constant 1.
A restriction operator from W
with general p is needed in studying homogenization problems for more complicated systems, such as in [16] concerning incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, in [14] concerning compressible Navier-Stokes equations, in [10] concerning compressible Naiver-Stokes-Fourier system, and particularly in [17] concerning non-Newtonian Flows. However, in all these references, only the case α = 1 is considered, such that the model domain
is independent of ε. Consequently, the uniform W 1,p estimates can be obtained by applying the classical results (see Remark 1.1). As a consequence, when α = 1, such restriction operator from W To extend the study of the homogenization problems to general size of holes, it is motivated to study the uniform W 1,p estimates of the Dirichlet problems of elliptic equations in a domain with a shrinking hole.
The author started this study in [13] by focusing on the Laplace equation with divergence source term in three-dimensional domain B 1 \ εT where B 1 ⊂ R 3 is the unit ball. We showed that if 3/2 < p < 3, the W 1,p estimates are uniform as ε → 0; if 1 < p < 3/2 or 3 < p < ∞, there are counterexamples indicating that the uniform W 1,p estimates do not hold.
The results in this paper for Stokes equations coincide with the results in [13] for Laplace equations. The study for the Stokes equations case is more complicated and there arises new issues and difficulties. For example, one key step of the proof in [13] relies on the explicit formula of the Green function of Laplace operator in unit ball (see Lemma 3.2 in [13] ). In this paper we derive rather abstract analysis (see Lemma 3.2) instead of using the Green functions such that we can generalize the argument in [13] to make it be suitable for Stokes equations. Moreover, after rescaling we turn to consider the problem in domain (Ω/ε) \ T (see Section 3.1 in this paper and Section 2 in [13] ). We then decompose the original problems into two parts by employing a cut-off function defined near the hole : one part is defined in a bounded domain and another part is defined in an enlarging domain without hole. For Stokes equations, this decomposition will destroy the divergence free condition. In Section 3.2, we employ the Bogovskii's operator to remedy this problem.
The study for the Stokes equations case in this paper is essentially needed to construct a restriction operator from W
Furthermore, this is need in the study of homogenization problems of more complicated situations: such as the homogenization of compressible Navier-Stokes equations and the homogenization of non-Newtonian flows in the case α > 1, which are both under our consideration. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we exhibit applications of Theorem 1.2 in homogenization problems. Section 3 and Section 4 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 respectively. Throughout this paper, C denotes a positive constant independent of ε unless there is a specification. However, the value of C may change from line to line.
Applications in homogenization problems
In this section, we give an application of our main result Theorem 1.2 in homogenization problems: we generalize Allaire's construction of restriction operator from L 2 framework to L p framework. As mentioned in Introduction, the restriction operator plays a very important role in the study of homogenization problems (one can find it in most literatures in this field). This generalization will be essentially needed in the study of more complicated problems in this field, particularly for the cases where the size of holes are much smaller than the mature distance between holes.
Perforated domain
In this section, we give a precise description for the perforated domains mentioned before. We focus on the case where the holes are periodically distributed in a bounded three dimensional domain. Let D ⊂ R 3 be a bounded domain of class C 1 , and {T ε,k } be a family of C 1 domains satisfying for any k ∈ Z 3 :
with
for some x k ∈ T ε,k , some 0 < δ < 1, b > 0 and α ≥ 1 independent of ε. Moreover, we assume that each hole T ε,k is similar to the same model hole T rescaled by ε α :
where O k is a rigid rotation. We assume T is a simply connected domain of class C 1 and is independent of ε.
We call the small domains T ε,k to be the holes or obstacles, the domain D to be the homogeneous domain without holes. The corresponding perforated domain D ε is defined as
We can see that in D ε , the diameters and mutual distances of the holes are of size O(ε α ) and O(ε), respectively, and the number of holes satisfies
Restriction operator and Bogovskii type operator
By employing the uniform estimates obtained in Theorem 1.2, we can generalize the construction of restriction operator by Allaire [2] from the L 2 framework to the L p framework :
Remark 2.2. We remark that the result in Theorem 2.1 generalizes the result by Allaire (see Proposition 3.4.10 in [3] ) where only the case p = 2 is considered, and also generalizes the result by A. Mikelić (see Lemma 3.2 in [17] ) where the restriction α = 1 is needed.
Here we find one direct corollary of this generalized restriction operator, that is to obtain some uniformly bounded Bogovskii type operator, which can be seen as the inverse of the divergence operator, on perforated domains. Bogovskii type operators are need in the study of compressible Navier-Stokes equations, in order to improve the integrability of the pressure term. Corollary 2.3. Let D ε be the domain defined in Section 2.1. For any 3/2 < p < 3, there exists a linear operator
5)
for some constant C independent of ε.
The existence of such an operator satisfying (2.5) 1 is classical, known as Bogovskii's operator. But the norm of the classical Bogovskii's operator depends on the Lipschitz character of the domain, while the Lipschtiz norm of domain D ε is unbounded as ε → 0. The key point of Theorem 2.3 is to give an estimate for the operator norm as shown in (2.5) 2 . In particular, if the holes are suitably small such that (3 − p)α − 3 ≥ 0, one has uniform estimate for this Bogovskii type operator. In [6] , another rather direct construction of a Bogovskii type operator on perforated domains is done and the estimates for these two different constructions are the same. However, these two constructions contain different local properties and may have special advantages in different occasions.
The proof for Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 is given in Section 5.
Remark 2.4. We are considering more applications of this fundamental estimate in Theorem 1.2 and this generalized restriction operator in Theorem 2.1, such as the homogenization of nonNewtonian flows when α > 1 (for which p-Stokes equations under the case α = 1 is considered by A. Mikelić [17] ) and uniform W 1,p estimates of elliptic equations in perorated domains with α > 1 (motivated by the study of Masmoudi in [15] for α = 1).
Proof of Theorem 1.2
This section is devoted to the proof of our main result Theorem 1.2.
Reformulation
We reformulate the Dirichlet problems (1.1) by introducing the following Dirichlet problem in the rescaled domain
By scaling technique, it can be shown that to prove Theorem 1.2, it is equivalent to prove the following theorem:
We proceed several steps to see the equivalence between Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 3.1. We first prove Theorem 1.2 by supposing that Theorem 3.1 holds true. Let G ∈ L p (Ω ε ; R d×d ) with
(Ω ε ) be the unique solution to (1.1). Thus, the rescaled quantities
satisfies (3.1). By Theorem 3.1, there holds the uniform estimate
This is exactly our desired estimate (1.3).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 by supposing Theorem 1.2 can be done similarly.
Hence, to prove Theorem 1.2, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3.1. The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 3.1. Let G 1 and (v 1 , π 1 ) be as in Theorem 3.1. We want to prove the uniform estimate (3.2). The proof for the case p = 2 is straightforward, so in the sequel we focus on the case
Change of variables
Inspired by the idea in [12] for the study of the Stokes equations in exterior domains, we introduce the cut-off function
and consider the decomposition
where the mean values are defined as
Then (v 2 , π 2 ) can be viewed as the solution of the following Dirichlet problem in a bounded domain:
and (v 3 , π 3 ) can be seen as the solution of the following Dirichlet problem in a pure rescaled domain without hole:
where
However, this decomposition destroyed the divergence free condition: the new variables v 2 and v 3 are no longer divergence free. This can be fixed by employing the classical Bogovskii's operator which says that for any bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ∈ R d , there exits a linear operator
where the constant C depends only on p, d and the Lipschitz character of Ω. For the existence of such an operator, we refer to Chapter III of Galdi's book [11] . By the property of ϕ in (3.3) and the property div v 1 = 0, we have supp (v 1 · ∇ϕ) ⊂ B 1 \ T and
By using the classical Bogovskii's operator, there exists
We then define 6) which are both divergence free and solve respectively
and
(3.8)
Dirichlet problem in bounded domain
For the Dirichlet problem (3.7), the classical theory (see Remark 1.1) implies that the unique solution (v 5 , π 2 ) satisfies
where in the last inequality we used (3.4) and (3.5). Moreover, by (3.6) and again by (3.5), we obtain
Dirichlet problem in enlarging domain
To study (3.8) , by observing that the first term of the right-hand side of (3.8) 1 is of divergence form and the second term is of compact support in B 1 \ T , we consider the decomposition
where the two couples (v 7 , π 4 ) and ( 10) and
(3.11)
Dirichlet problem in enlarging domain with divergence form source term
The Dirichlet problem (3.10) has a divergence form source term. We thus consider the following change of variable:
in Ω, div v 9 = 0, in Ω,
We employ the known results (see Remark 1.1) to obtain
which is equivalent to
(3.12)
Dirichlet problem in enlarging domain with compactly supported source term
For Dirichlet problem (3.11), by the property of ϕ in (3.3), we have
We introduce the following lemma concerning the Dirichlet problems for Stokes equations in enlarging domains with compactly supported source terms, which may be of independent interest. Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < ε < 1 be a sufficient small parameter, p > d ′ with d ≥ 3 and
for some constant C = C(p, d, Ω) independent of ε.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Without loss of generality, we assume that
We introduce the changes of variables
which satisfies
Then classical results (see Remark 1.1) imply
for some constant C = C(p, d, Ω) independent of ε. Now we estimate the quantity on the right-hand side of (3.15). Let ψ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω; R d ) be any test function and χ ∈ C ∞ c (B 1 ) be a cut-off function such that χ = 1 on supp g. Then
We calculate 17) where in the last inequality we used Hölder inequality and Sobolev embedding:
In (3.18) we also used the assumption p > d ′ , which indicates p ′ < d. We combine (3.16) and (3.17) to obtain
which implies
Together with (3.15) we deduce
By (3.14), we have
The estimates in (3.19) and (3.20) imply (3.13) and we complete the proof of Lemma 3.2.
We now apply Lemma 3.2 to Dirichlet problem (3.11) to obtain:
From the above two estimates (3.12) and (3.21), by (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), direct calculation gives
This implies
Together with (3.5) and (3.6), we finally obtain
End of the proof
First of all, summing up the estimates in (3.9) and (3.22) implies directly the following result:
( Ω ε ) be the unique solution to (3.1). Then there holds
Contradiction and compactness argument
Now we employ contradiction argument to to prove Theorem 3.1. By contradiction we suppose that there exist p ∈ (d ′ , d), a number sequence {ε k } k∈N ⊂ (0, 1) and a function sequence
By Proposition 3.3, we have
Since v k is of zero trace on the boundary of Ω ε k , the estimate assumed in (3.25) and the classical Sobolev embedding inequality:
for some constant C = C(p, d) independent of ε. We remark that in (3.27) the assumption p < d is used.
We consider the zero extensions (ṽ k ,π k ,G k ) defined as:
By (3.23), (3.25) and (3.27), we have the uniform estimates for the extensions:
Furthermore, we have the weak convergence up to substractions of subsequences:
We would like to show the weak limit couple (v ∞ , π ∞ ) is zero.
Since divṽ k = 0 for any k, we have
Then ψ is a good test function for (3.24) when k ≥ k 0 . This implies that for any k ≥ k 0 , there holds
This is equivalent to
By (3.23) and (3.28), passing k → ∞ in (3.30) implies
Then by (3.29) and (3.31), we deduce
In the sequel of this section, we will show that v ∞ belongs to some homogeneous Sobolev space that falls in the framework of the study in [12] concerning the Stokes equations in exterior domains. Then we employ the result in [12] to deduce v ∞ = 0, π ∞ = 0.
Homogeneous Sobolev spaces
We now recall some concepts of the homogeneous Sobolev spaces in exterior domains. The materials are mainly taken from Chapter II.6 and II.7 of Galdi's book [11] . Let 1 ≤ q < ∞, Λ := R d \ω be an exterior domain with ω a bounded Lipschitz domain in R d . We define the linear space
The space D 1,q is generally not a Banach space. However, if we introduce the equivalent classes for any u ∈ D 1,q (Λ):
[u] = {u + c, c ∈ R is a constant}, the spaceḊ 1,q (Λ) of all equivalence classes [u] equipped with the norm
is a Banach space. 
with the equivalent norm
Derivation of contradiction
We first prove that v ∞ obtained in (3.28) is in the homogeneous Sobolev space D
This is rather direct. Sinceṽ k has zero trace on ∂T , this implies
Then ψv ∞ , as the weak limit of
. Then, the known result for the Dirichlet problems of Stokes equations in exterior domains (see for instance [12, Theorem 1] ) states that the Dirichlet problem (3.32) admits a unique solution
Now we are ready to derive a contradiction. By (3.25) and (3.27), we have
Then the Rellich-Kondrachov compact embedding theorem implies, up to a substraction of subsequence, that
Finally, by (3.35) and (3.23), we pass k → ∞ in (3.26) to obtain a contradiction:
This implies that the uniform estimate (3.2) is true and we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
We start by proving the first part of Theorem 1.4. Let p > d and {G ε } 0<ε<1 ⊂ L p (Ω ε ; R d×d ) satisfy the assumptions in the first part of Theorem 1.
(Ω ε ) be the unique solution to (1.1) with source function G ε . This means for any ϕ ∈ C ∞ c,div (Ω ε ; R d ) and any φ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω ε ), there holds
The subscript div means divergence free:
By contradiction we assume
Then there exists a subsequence {ε k } k∈N such that
This implies the weak convergence of the zero extensions:
whereṽ ε k are defined asṽ
Since p > d, the Sobolev embedding theorem implies thatṽ ∈ C
, and up to a substraction of subsequence that
Hence, the factṽ ε k = 0 on ε k T ∋ 0 and the above strong convergence in (4.2) implỹ
Thus, by equations (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain
for someπ ∈ D ′ (Ω \ {0}) with zero mean value. Moreover, the first equation in (4.5) implies
Since Ω \ {0} is bounded and is a finite union of star-shaped domains, by employing Theorem III.3.1 in [11] , for any 1 < q < ∞, there exists a linear operator B (known as Bogovskii's operator) from
By another point of view, Ω \ {0} is also a John Domain on which a uniformly bounded Bogovskii's operator can be constructed (see for instance [1] ).
Then for any nonzero f ∈ C ∞ c (Ω \ {0}), we have
Now we have (ṽ,π) is the solution to Dirichlet problem (4.5) defined in domain Ω \ {0}. In the following proposition, we show that (ṽ,π) is also the solution to Dirichlet problem (1.4) in domain Ω:
Proposition 4.1. The couple (ṽ,π) solves the following Dirichlet problem:
Proof of Proposition 4.1. It is sufficient to show the following two equalities:
To this end, we introduce cut-off functions sequence
Then for any 1 < q < ∞, direct calculation gives
Let ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω; R d ) be a test function. We calculate
Since φ n ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω \ {0}; R d ) and (ṽ,π) is the solution to (4.5), we then have
By (4.8) and (4.9), we obtain
(4.10)
We then calculate
Since p > d ≥ 3, the power 1 − d/p ′ < 0. Therefore, passing n → ∞ in (4.10) implies the result in (4.6). Similar argument gives (4.7). We thus complete the proof.
Hence, by uniqueness of the solution to Dirichlet problem (1.4), we haveṽ = v Ω . We thus obtain a contradiction between (1.5) and (4.3) . Then the estimate (1.6) holds true and we finish the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.4. Now we employ duality arguments to prove the second part of Theorem 1.4. Let 1 < p < d ′ and G ∈ L p ′ (Ω; R d ) such that (1.4)-(1.5) is satisfied. This ensures that the solution v ε to (1.1) with source function G satisfies the estimate (1.6). Let
(Ω ε ) be the unique solution to (1.1) with source function H ε . Then
Together with (1.6), we deduce our desire estimate (1.7). Thus we complete the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Construction of restriction operator
This section is mainly devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Corollary 2.3 is proved at the end directly using the construction of the restriction operator.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We employ the construction of Allaire in Section 2.2 in [2] to prove Theorem 2.1. Thanks to our results in Theorem 1.2, the generalization of Allaire's construction from the L 2 framework to the L p framework is rather straightforward. First of all, we recall the construction of Allaire. Let D and D ε be the domains introduced in Section 2.1. By the distribution of the holes assumed in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), in each cube εC k , there exists a ball B(x k , b 1 ε) for some b 1 > 0 independent of ε such that
For any u ∈ W 1,p 0 (D; R 3 ) with 3/2 < p < 3, we define R ε (u) in the following way:
The key point is to prove the following result:
To prove Proposition 5.1, we introduce the following two lemmas corresponding to L p generalization of Lemma 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.2.4 in [2] .
Lemma 5.2. Let 1 < p < 3, 0 < η < 1/2 and T s ⊂ B 1 be a simply connected domain of class C 1 . There exists a linear operator L from W 1,p (B 1 ) to W 1,p (B 1 \ ηT s ) such that for any u ∈ W 1,p (B 1 ):
Lemma 5.3. Let 1 < p < 3, 0 < η < 1/2 and T s ⊂ B 1 be a simply connected domain of class
where the constant C is independent of η.
The proof of above two lemmas can be done by generalizing the proof of Lemma 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.2.4 in [2] from the L 2 framework to the L p framework, so we omit the details. In particular, Lemma 5.3 can also be proved by observing that B 1 \ ηT s , η > 0 are uniform John domains as η → 0 (see [1] and [5] ), such that the result in Lemma 5.3 can also be generalized to any p ∈ (1, ∞). Now we apply Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, together with the results we obtained in Theorem 1.2, to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.4. Let 3/2 < p < 3, 0 < η < 1/2 and T s ⊂ B 1 be a simply connected domain of class
Dirichlet problem for Stokes equations: 5) and there holds the estimate: 6) where the constant C is independent of η.
Proof of Lemma 5.4. First of all, we observe that the compatibility condition holds:
This actually indicates, for any fixed 0 < η < 1/2, there exits a unique solution (
to Dirichlet problem (5.5) by employing the classical theory for Stokes equations (see Theorem 5.1 in [7] , Section 3 in [18] and Theorem 2.9 in [4] ). The key point is to show the estimate in (5.6), particularly the dependency on η as η → 0. In the following we derive our desired estimate (5.6); at the same time, this also gives a proof for the existence and uniqueness of solution in
By Lemma 5.2, the new unknown
By virtue of Lemma 5.2, direct calculation gives
and 
which is a Dirichlet problem for the Stokes equations with the divergence free condition, with the no-slip boundary condition and with a divergence form source term. This falls in the framework of (1.1). We apply Theorem 1.2 to conclude that there exists a unique solution (
Back to v η , we obtain the estimate (5.6) and we complete the proof. Stokes equations in bounded domain (see for instance [7, 18, 4] ) to deduce that there exits a unique 
, which implies the desired estimate in (2.4) 3 . We complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Corollary 2.3
We prove the existence of such an operator B ε satisfying the properties stated in Corollary 2.3. Unlike in [6] , by employing the restriction operator R ε obtained in Theorem 2.1, we will show the operator defined by By the properties of the restriction operator in (5.2) and (5.3), we finally obtain
The proof is completed.
